
Avant-propos 
 

 
The subject of this book are the Kosovo Specialist Chambers (KSCs), a judicial body 

established in Kosovo in 2015, with the mandate of prosecuting international and trans 
border crimes committed there, during and after the 1998-99 armed conflict. The book is 
into two parts. In the first, written by Maria Stefania Cataleta, the founding instruments, 
the competencies, the applicable law and other essential features of the KSCs are 
investigated from the angle of international law, clarifying, at the same time, the historical 
and political environment that led to the creation of this court and determined some of its 
peculiarities. The second part, by Chiara Loiero, analytically explores the procedural 
framework of the KSCs, with appropriate references to concepts and rules of international 
and European criminal law and human rights law, notably the fair trial principle. Taken as 
a whole, the book offers, usefully, an early assessment on a still little known jurisdictional 
body, a further test bench for so-called internationalised tribunals, in the now wide and 
varied landscape of judicial mechanisms for prosecuting war crimes and crimes against 
humanity. 

 
The Kosovo internal conflict of 1998-99 immediately evokes the atrocities, including 

ethnic cleansing, perpetrated against ethnic Albanian civilians by the authorities of the 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY). These crimes were also aimed to crush the 
fighting of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) against Serbs, and discourage demand for 
Kosovo’s self-determination. The conflict ended following the Kosovo’s air 
bombardments carried out by the NATO against FRY (Determined Force, March-June 
1999). Crimes against the Albanian community are not, however, within the mandate of 
the KSCs, which concentrates on crimes committed by KLA against Serbs (mostly 
members of the RFY Army) and other opponents.  

 
The jurisdiction of the KSCs does not therefore affect that of the International Criminal 

Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) established by the Security Council in 1993, 
which now rests on the UN Residual Mechanism succeeded to ICTY in 2010, for 
completion of the pending cases. Rather, KSCs should be seen as the continuation of 
transitional justice efforts made against KLA war criminals, initially, by the United 
Nations Interim Administration in Kosovo (UNMIK) and, subsequently, by the European 
Union Mission on the Rule of Law in Kosovo (EULEX). The case of the KSCs is therefore 
significant from the point of view, among other things, of the current fragmentation of 
criminal jurisdiction and consequent need for coordination among different courts. The 



functioning of the International Criminal Court (ICC) – whose Statute entered into force in 
2002 – has proved not an obstacle, in fact, to the creation of specialised criminal tribunals, 
and all add of course to the competencies vested in the domestic courts. This makes 
cooperation issues no longer limited to the classic aut dedere aut judicare dilemma and 
possible conflicts of law. 

 
Having roots in both the international and the Kosovo’s legal orders, the KSCs fall, as 

already noted, in the category of so-called internationalised criminal tribunals, also named 
‘mixed’ or ‘hybrid’. Tribunals of this kind have some common features, while others vary 
depending on each founding treaty. The founding instruments of the KSCs include, 
internationally, an Exchange of Letters between Kosovo and the EU and, domestically, 
Kosovo’s Constitution and ordinary law. The UN remained extraneous to this process. 
Decisive were, rather, recommendations from the Council of Europe and pressures from 
the EU, also aimed at facilitating the recognition by European countries of the 
independence of Kosovo, unilaterally proclaimed in 2008. 

 
As discussed in the book, many of the statutory rules of the KSC, including on the 

appointment of judges, confirm that some regional elements are inherent to this body. A 
peculiarity the KSCs only share, up to now, with the Extraordinary African Chambers in 
the Courts of Senegal (EACs) created by the African Union without the involvement of the 
UN (which however represent, for other reasons, a sui generis example of a mixed 
criminal tribunal). According to some comments, the above circumstance could partly 
differentiate the EACs and the KSCs from other mixed tribunals – almost the totality – 
having their legal basis in an UN agreement with the competent State. It is early to say 
whether a process of partial regionalisation of international criminal justice has started, as 
the precedent of human rights courts might suggest. 

 
In this scenario, the book here introduced traces a portrait in light and shadow of the 

KSCs, as a court with both strengths and weaknesses. Some of its peculiarities may pose 
questions or raise perplexity. It is true, on other hand, that the events linked with the armed 
conflict in the former Yugoslavia and Kosovo have often prompted reflection by jurists 
and sometimes questioned principles well established in the UN Charter or under general 
international law. This was the case for the establishment by the Security Council of the 
ICTY as an ad hoc and ex post facto tribunal, an unprecedented decision at the UN, the 
legitimacy of which under the Charter remains controversial. In turn, the NATO’s 
‘humanitarian’ intervention, carried out without the prior authorization of the Security 
Council, appeared to undermine the consolidated balance of competences in peace-



enforcement between the UN and the regional organizations (Article 52 of the Charter). 
Finally, the self-proclaimed independence of Kosovo has raised the question of whether 
the scope of application of the self-determination principle should be extended to include 
peoples in situations other than the classical ones (colonialism, foreign occupation, 
apartheid) or recognise them, at least, a right to ‘remedial-secession’. No substantive 
response is found in the advisory opinion issued by the International Court of Justice in 
2010, on Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence in Respect of Kosovo. 

 
The creation of the KSCs shows, once again, how complex are the factual and legal 

situations triggered by the conflict in Kosovo more than twenty years ago. As with the 
ICTY, what matters is whether the functioning of the new court will actually contribute to 
a fair and impartial administration of justice and strengthen non-impunity. Pending more 
KSCs jurisprudence, let me thank the Authors for their valuable work, which focuses our 
attention on one further experience in international criminal law.               

 
                    Ornella Ferrajolo 

Senior Researcher in International Law 
National Research Council of Italy 

 
 



Introduction 
 
 
The Kosovo Specialist Chambers (hereinafter ‘KSC’ or ‘Court’), a judicial body with a 

temporary duration, were promoted by the European Union (hereinafter ‘EU’) with 
ambitious expectations, as an instrument to fight the impunity, ensuring justice for victims, 
promoting state building, national reconciliation and peace in the whole region. 
Ultimately, it should be an institution capable to facilitate the Kosovo EU membership. 
The UN did not play any role in its establishment1.  

 
The idea to create a new court was born when, in 2011, the Council of Europe 

(hereinafter ‘CoE’) published the ‘Marty Report’, that denounced the commission, by the 
KLA (hereinafter ‘KLA’, known also as ‘UCK’), of crimes against humanity and war 
crimes committed against Serbians and Albanians collaborators before, during and after 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (hereinafter ‘NATO’) intervention in Kosovo in 
19992. The armed conflict in Kosovo caused the massive displacement of the civilian 
population and the establishment of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in 
Kosovo (hereinafter ‘UNMIK’)3 .  

 
The crimes were reported in the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly Report 

Doc 12462 of 7 January 2011 (hereinafter ‘CoE Report’) and were the subject of criminal 
investigation by the Special Investigative Task Force (hereinafter ‘SITF’)4 of the EU Rule 
of Law Mission in Kosovo (hereinafter ‘EULEX’)5 Special Prosecution Office of the 

 
1 Gazeta Express, ‘Jacobson: Should Kosovo fail, Special Court will be created by the UN’, 3 June 2015, 
available at http://www.gazetaexpress.com/en/news/jacobson-should-kosovo-fail-special-court-will-be-
created-by-the-un-105330/ (accessed June 4, 2020). 
2 Council of Europe Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights, ‘Inhuman Treatment of People and 
Illicit Trafficking of Human Organs in Kosovo’, Report No. 12462, 7 January 2011, 
http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref-XML2HTML-en.asp?fileid=12608&lang=en (accessed May 
22, 2020). 
3 See Mertus Julie, “Reconsidering the Legality of Humanitarian Intervention: Lessons from Kosovo”, in 
William & Mary Law Review 41, 2000, at 1743 ss.; See also Heir Aidan, “NATO’s ‘Humanitarian 
Intervention’ in Kosovo: Legal Precedent or Aberration?”, in Journal of Human Rights 8, 2009, at 245 et 
seq. 
4 SITF derived its legality from the European Union Council Decision establishing the EULEX Kosovo 
and furthermore with the following agreement between the Republic of Kosovo and the EU, on 4 
September 2008, it kept a special status within the Kosovo’s prosecutorial system outside the authority of 
Kosovo. This special status was confirmed by Law No. 04/L-148, Art. 1, para 2 (a).  
5 The EULEX was established in 2008 within the European Union mission in the area of European 
Security and Defence Policy with the mandate to exercise functions in Kosovo’s legal and judicial 
system following Kosovo’s declaration of independence in 2008.  



Republic of Kosovo (hereinafter ‘SPRK’)6. In order to permit the creation of the KSC, on 
3 August 2015, the Assembly of Kosovo changed the Constitution and in two 
extraordinary sessions adopted the Law on the Specialist Chambers and the Specialist 
Prosecutor’s Office (hereinafter ‘the Law’).  

 
The KSC are a Kosovar Court with international characteristics, typical of mixed 

tribunals (also ‘internazionalized’ or ‘hybrid’). There is a considerable debate in doctrine 
on the particular nature of such Court, that would posses a marked prevailing international 
character, given to the presence of only international judges and personnel, justified as 
necessary to ensure the Court’s impartiality and immunity from intimidation and 
interferences7. The doctrine, in relation to this Court, maintains that it reflects a process of 
“regionalization” of international criminal justice8. 

 
The mixed feature of this jurisdiction should feed a sense of ownership and legitimacy 

at local level, approaching the population to the judicial proceedings against the mass 
atrocities that have bathed in blood the country in the late 1990s, when Kosovo was a 
province of Serbia within the former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (hereinafter ‘FRY’). 
In fact, one of the most important mission pursued by international criminal justice, 
particularly the hybrid one, is to produce proximity with the local population and gain its 
support9. The proximity with the local population, realized mainly through the Outreach 
Program, is a substrate for legitimacy and ownership of a mixed tribunal in the national 
perception. However, today the KSC are target of criticisms by the local population as 
well as by political leaders and are object of debate by some scholars. Much criticism 
relate the lack of legitimacy and local ownership of the KSC, two above mentioned crucial 
elements for such hybrid mechanisms typical of transitional justice.  

 
According to this critical literature the Court was not created in response to domestic 

pressure within Kosovo, but thanks to external pressure; furthermore, neither the Court’s 
legitimacy has improved since its establishment nor its proceedings could receive public 
support in the future, in order to facilitate societal changes like expected by its external 
supporters, principally European Union and the CoE. On the other hand, according to such 

 
6 Law No. 05/L-053 on Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office, Art. 1 (2), available at : 
http://gzk.rks-gov.net (accessed May 11, 2020). 
7 See, e.g. Muharremi Robert, “The Kosovo Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office”, in 
Max-Plank-Institut fȕr auslȁndisches ȍffendisches Recht und Vȍlkerrecht, 2016, at 968 et seq. 
8 See Cimiotta Emanuele, “The Specialist Chambers and the Specialist Prosecutor’s Office in Kosovo”, 
in Journal of International Criminal Justice, 2016, at 54. 
9 See generally Clark Janine Natalya, “International War Crimes Tribunals and the Challenge of 
Outreach”, in International Criminal Law Review, 2009, at 99. 



supporters, the Court should not only establish justice, but in the meantime it should 
promote reconciliation between Albanians and Serbs, facilitate the progress and stability 
of the Kosovar society and lastly, make the country close to the international community. 
On the opposite, the hostile societal and political context in the country foretells that the 
Court will produce adverse effects, sharping inter-ethnic clutches, undermining stability in 
Kosovo and in the whole region, threating the normalization of the relations between 
Kosovars and Serbs.  

 
In particular, the publication of the ‘Marty Report’ was negatively received among ethnic 

Albanians and coincided with the victory of KLA – affiliated parties in both national and 
local elections. In fact, they are the main object of the investigations of the Court and from 
that time, they contest any allegation that is interpreted as Serbian – and Russian-backed 
attempts to involve the KLA in international crimes. The aim pursued would be the reversal 
of Serb historical responsibilities for the Kosovo past conflict with the ultimate intention to 
undermine the recognition of Kosovo’s independence. Furthermore, according to the 
sceptical opinions, today the Court would be perceived as distant, not only physically (being 
located in The Hague) from the Kosovo control and in addiction, it would feed particularly 
the hostility within the Kosovo Albanian group, who supports the KLA10. According to the 
domestic contestations, the KSC would discriminate against Kosovar Albanian guerrillas, 
whose ranks included President Hashim Thaçi; It would have been created by force and not 
voluntarily by Kosovo’s population and politicians. Lastly, it would be a political body. 

 
Part I addresses these arguments. Indeed, to these objections it is possible to reply that 

the Court is based on Kosovo’s Constitution because the same Kosovo Assembly voted in 
favour of its creation, in August 2015, after some failed attempts, in order to investigate 
and prosecute serious international and transnational crimes allegedly committed by the 
KLA between January 1, 1998 and December 31, 2000. Thus, the Kosovo Assembly voted 
expressly for it. One can observe that the same criticisms have involved almost all hybrid 
tribunals and courts on the base of similar arguments. This already happened for its 
predecessor, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (hereinafter 
‘ICTY’), established with a Security Council resolution and largely judged as illegitimate; 
but other mixed jurisdictions have raised analogue sense of refusal, such as the Special 
Tribunal for Lebanon (hereinafter ‘STL’), established as well with a Security Council 
resolution due to the immobility of the country, whose government had in the first time 
explicitly demanded, and after denied, the international intervention.  

 
10 See Heir Aidan, “Lessons Learned? The Kosovo Specialist Chambers’ Lack Local Legitimacy and Its 
Implications”, in Human Rights Review, 2019, at 267 et seq. 



 
It seems that the same destiny unites all international/mixed jurisdictions, that, if on one 

hand, satisfy some demands, on the other hand, discontent because of the double and mixed, 
sometimes “divergent” nature of them. It is obvious that the nature of a mixed tribunal 
means that two or more aspects of it are often divergent or maybe antithetical, for instance 
the international and national nature. An hybrid tribunal can easily satisfy the local demand 
for justice thanks to its national features, whereas it can satisfy the international claims 
through the international aspects of itself. Not always these two so different, sometimes 
opposite parts of the same organ can reconcile, it is a difficult harmony to maintain, specially 
in the public opinion not always ready to these anomalous experiments. Sometime, like in 
this case, the national aspects of the Court are not sufficient to obtain the domestic 
consensus. This Court became fully operational in 2017 and immediately, some Albanian’s 
politicians tried to revoke it in the Kosovo Assembly. On the contrary, it was welcome by 
the international community, “it is a sign of responsibility and determination to establish the 
truth and make decisions compatible with Kosovo’s European path”, said the EU Foreign 
Affairs and Security Policy chief (hereinafter ‘EU High Representative’), Federica 
Mogherini11. 

These kinds of tribunals and courts express what we call “transitional justice”, a kind of 
justice entitled to face with past large-scale abuses, assure conflict prevention and achieve 
reconciliation. It is a justice difficult to enact and with complex results, that one can 
appreciate sometimes only after many years, when the population affected forgets the 
angry and becomes capable to critically analyse certain dramatic events of the history of 
the country. Despite the criticisms, the first author believes that the process of 
establishment and the particular morphology of the KSC are in favour of its full legitimacy 
even if it lacks ownership from a part of the national population. This is the assumption 
that will be sustained in the First Part of the book, after a preliminary excursus on the 
historical premises that conducted to the creation of the KSC. 

 
Furthermore, in Part II, this contribution will address the legal framework governing 

this recently established hybrid institution, which with its establishment becomes an 
additional, contributing part of the system of international criminal law that has been 
developing since the ICTY began its work in 1995. In particular, Part II starts from two 

 
11 See, e.g. Collaku Petrit/Rustic Marija, ‘Kosovo Praised for Approving New War Crimes Court’, Balkan 
Transitional Justice, 4th August 2015, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-praised-for-
establishment-of-the-special-court-08-04-2015- (accessed May 21, 2020); EU External Action, ‘Statement by 
High Representative/Vice President Federica Mogherini after adoption by the Kosovo Assembly of the Law 
on Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office, 3rd August 2015, 
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/3230/node/3230_nl (accessed May 22, 2020). 



premises. First, that despite the high expectations that usually follows their establishment, 
international criminal law (ICL) courts only play a limited role in contributing to peace, 
reconciliation and fair reparations for victims in post-conflict societies12; as stated by 
Judge Van den Wyngaert and Judge Morrison, “international criminal law is concerned 
with individual responsibility and culpability and not with righting socio-historical 
wrongs”13 . Second, that fairness of proceedings and respect for human rights in all its 
aspects are necessary components to legitimacy of an international criminal tribunal, and 
that international criminal law (hereinafter ‘ICL’) courts should be expected to set the 
highest standards of fairness14. 

All international and hybrid criminal tribunals that preceded the KSC contain in their 
Statutes provisions reflecting human rights and fair trial standards and have been set out to 
ensure a high standard of fairness in international criminal proceedings. At the same time, 
the practice of these international criminal tribunals has shown a more complex reality, in 
which relatively few and lengthy trials have taken place, and concerns as to the fairness of 
proceedings and the respect of the individuals involved there have been repeatedly raised.  

 
While fairness is a result that can only be achieved in practice in light of the specific 

circumstances of each case, the legal framework of the institution clearly plays a central 
role to that end, by providing the rules to guide its work. 

 
 

12 Rohan Colleen, “The Hybrid System of International Criminal Law: A Work in Progress or Just a 
Noble Experiment?” in Marina Aksenova, Elies van Sliedregt and Stephan Parmentier (eds), Breaking 
the Cycle of Mass Atrocities: Criminological and Socio-Legal Approaches in International Criminal 
Law, Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2019, at 96. 
13 ICC, Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, Appeals Chamber Judgment on the appeal of Mr Jean-
Pierre Bemba Gombo against Trial Chamber III’s “Judgment pursuant to Article 74 of the Statute”, 08 
June 2018, ICC-01/05-01/08-3636-Anx2, Separate Opinion of Judge Van den Wyngaert and Judge 
Morrison, para. 76. 
14 The author fully subscribes to what is stated in McDermott Yvonne, “The Right to a Fair Trial in 
International Criminal Law”, PhD Thesis, National University of Ireland Galway, 2013, at 25: “[…] the 
way in which the international community treats those accused of the gravest crimes known to mankind 
could be said to reflect the humanism of an international legal order. By granting accused individuals 
the procedural guarantees expected in the criminal justice system of any civilised nation, the 
international community shows that the international criminal law exercise is not one of mere 
retributivism. If they were to enunciate the highest standards of procedural fairness, international 
criminal tribunals would exercise a dual instrumentalist function in advancing the rule of law: first, they 
would show that no-one is above the law by placing despots and those who were in positions of great 
power on trial; second, they would show that everybody is entitled to the strongest of judicial guarantees 
and the right to a fair trial, regardless of the charges against them or their resources”; see ICTY, 
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, Appeals Chamber Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal 
on Jurisdiction, 02 October 1995, IT-94-1-AR72, paras. 45-47; UN Doc S/25704, Report of the 
Secretary-General Pursuant to Paragraph 2 of the Security Council Resolution 808, 3 May 1993, para. 
106. 



With this in mind, some observations are made in relation to the impact of some 
selected features of the KSC procedural framework with respect to the right to a fair trial, 
by comparing the KSC legal and procedural framework with that of other international 
criminal tribunals - mainly the International Criminal Court (hereinafter ‘ICC’) and the 
ICTY-ICTR (hereinafter ‘ad hoc tribunals’ or ‘ad hocs’). 

 
Since the ICTY began its work in 1995, a number of different international and hybrid 

criminal courts have been created to bring criminal cases against individuals accused of 
having committed serious international crimes, slowly contributing to the development of 
a more or less coherent system of international criminal law. With its establishment and 
the commencement of its operation15, the Kosovo Specialist Chambers and Specialist 
Prosecutor’s Office becomes an additional, contributing part of this system of law. It is 
therefore valuable to consider the KSC’s legal and procedural framework within this 
broader context, in which different courts share many commonalities and to an extent 
influence each other. 

 
To this end, this contribution will first outline the main features of the procedural 

system adopted by the KSC, including the process of adoption of the rules and their review 
by the Constitutional Court.  

 
It will then proceed by addressing the matters indicated above, as regulated by the 

Rules of Procedure and Evidence and the KSC Law where applicable. First, the relevant 
rules will be briefly outlined; then, a comparison with the correspondent rules of the ad 
hoc tribunals and/or the ICC will be drawn, where appropriate. Furthermore, some 
observations are made on the significance and potential impact of the discussed rules in 
light of the right to a fair trial in general and the specific rights and guarantees applicable 
in the relative context. 

 
In particular, the rules on detention before and during trial and following acquittal are 

discussed because of the important pronouncements made by the Constitutional court in 
their regard in light of the right to liberty; the rules related to investigative measures, the 
indictment, disclosure obligations, dismissal of charges, and rules on evidence are 
discussed because of their important impact on the presumption of innocence, the right to 
be informed of their charges and the principle of equality of arms more broadly. Lastly, 

 
15 At the time of writing, the KSC has ordered and the SPO has executed the arrest of two individuals, 
following the confirmation of their indictment: Salih Mustafa, arrested on 24 September 2020, and 
Nasim Haradinaj, arrested on 25 September 2020. 



the figure of the Ombudsperson is briefly examined in relation to its potential to provide 
additional human rights protection for persons interacting with the KSC. 
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